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GAME OVERVIEW
You take turns placing tiles on the gameboard and trying 
to score as many points as possible by matching the 
coloured symbols on the tiles. The more tiles of the same 
coloured symbol that are placed adjacent to each other, 
the more points you can score. Whoever has the highest 
score at the end of the game wins the game. 
But beware: The score is determined by your lowest-
scoring coloured marker!
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24 Score markers  
(4 sets, each with  
1 score marker of  

red, green, orange,  
blue, yellow and purple)

120 Tiles 
(each with  

2 coloured symbols)

1 Fabric bag1 Gameboard

4 Score boards
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Dimension:  
The Brain Game to Go
For ages 8 and up

In this brain-bending puzzle game, your goal is to 
place the stacking pieces on the board following 
a set of placement rules. For example, the rules 
may specify how many pieces of each colour you 
must use and where a colour must be placed in 
relation to another colour. With over 200 challenges 
in four difficulty levels and a compact case, this 
game provides hours of puzzle-solving fun, virtually 
anywhere. Play solo, or pass the game around to 
challenge your family and friends. Put your logical 
thinking skills to the test! 

Ubongo: 
The Brain Game to Go
For ages 8 and up

In this fast-paced addictive and easy to learn puzzle 
game, you race the clock to fit a set of interlocking 
tiles perfectly into a specific area. Based on the 
original hit board game Ubongo, this compact version 
features 15 colourful plastic tiles, 20 puzzle cards 
with over 200 puzzles, and a plastic gameboard 
which doubles as a durable travel case. Slide in a 
puzzle card and give your brain a workout!

   Have you   
     played?

3. Replenish your supply to six tiles
At the end of your turn, you draw tiles from the bag until you have 6 tiles in front of you again. After that, the person to your left 
takes their turn.

Special case: No matching symbol 
If, after scoring a tile and before replenishing, you don’t have a tile in your supply with a coloured symbol that matches the colour 
of the score marker currently in the lowest-scoring position on your score board, you may exchange your tiles: First show all of 
your tiles to the other players and set them aside momentarily. Then draw six new tiles from the fabric bag and place them into 
your supply. Then put the tiles that you set aside back in the fabric bag and your turn is over. You can do this only once per turn. 
If you have more than one score marker tied for lowest position on your score board, you can only exchange your tiles if you don’t 
have any tiles in your supply with any coloured symbols that match these colours.

END OF THE GAME
The game ends when no more tiles can be placed because there are no more empty adjacent spaces within the boundary of the 
gameboard. 
Then, determine the score marker in the lowest-scoring position on each player’s score board. The score indicated by this 
marker is each player’s final score. The player with the highest final score wins. 
Note: In terms of winning, it doesn’t matter which colour score marker is in the lowest-scoring position, or whether and how many 
score markers have reached the final space (value 18) on the score board.
In the event of a tie, use the next-lowest-scoring marker as a tiebreaker, and so on. If a player has two or more score markers 
of the same value, one is considered the lower value and the other is the next-higher value. In the event of a tie, you win against 
everyone who has more score markers of that value than you.

Special case: Instant win
In the very rare case a player succeeds in advancing all six markers to the end of their score board, the player wins instantly.

Example

Tina wins the game because her red score marker, which is her 
lowest-scoring marker, has a value of 10 points, which is higher than 
all of the other players’ lowest-scoring markers (9, 9, and 7). 

Thomas’s lowest-scoring marker (blue) and Alex’s lowest-scoring 
marker (purple) each have a value of 9 points. As a tiebreaker, 
compare their next strongest colours: Again, there is a tie at 12 
points. Since Thomas only has one score marjer (orange) with a 
value of 12 points, and Alex has two score markers (red and yellow) 
with a value of 12 points, Thomas takes second place and Alex takes 
third place..     

Heike takes fourth place because her lowest-scoring marker (green) 
has a value of 7 points.
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Would you like to have the game explained instead of reading 
the rules? Download the free KOSMOS Helper App.

START PLAYING 

WITHOUT READING 

THE RULES!

with the Kosmos 

Helper App
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1. Place a tile on the gameboard
At the start of your turn, you choose any tile in front of you and place it on two empty spaces on 
the gameboard. An empty space is a space that contains no coloured symbol, whether printed on 
a tile or on the gameboard. 
When placing tiles, you must stay within the boundary determined by the number of players:

 In a two-player game, you may place tiles only on the white spaces.
 In a three-player game, you may place tiles only on the white and light gray spaces.
 In a four-player game, you may place tiles on all of the spaces.

On your first turn, you must place your tile next to a coloured symbol printed on the  
gameboard that has no other tile next to it. 
From your second turn, you may place your tile anywhere on two empty spaces on the 
gameboard. You don’t have to play next to matching coloured symbols on the board or adjacent  
to other tiles. Therefore, when you place your tile, individual empty spaces may be created. 
Important: If it is your turn, you must place a tile — even if you cannot score any points.

2. Score the coloured symbols on this tile
You score points when one or both of the coloured symbols on your newly placed tile match adjacent coloured symbols (printed 
on other tiles or on the gameboard itself). First, you determine your score for one of the coloured symbols on the tile and 
advance the score marker of the same colour on your score board accordingly. Then, you do the same for the other coloured 
symbol. You can choose the order in which you score the two-coloured symbols. Here’s how to determine your score: 

Once you have placed your tile on the gameboard,  
each of the two-coloured symbols on it are now  
adjacent to five hexagonal spaces (unless the tile  
is placed at the edge of the boundary, in which  
case there are fewer than five). These five  
adjacent spaces now indicate the five scoring  
directions. The space occupied by the other  
coloured symbol on the newly placed tile is not  
considered an adjacent space for the coloured  
symbol you are currently scoring.

Now, for each of the five scoring directions, count how many matching-coloured symbols are adjacent to the coloured symbol 
on your newly placed tile in a straight line without a break. In other words, stop counting as soon as you come to an empty 
space or a different symbol, which are considered breaks in a line of matching-coloured symbols. You earn one point for each 
coloured symbol that matches the coloured symbol on the newly placed tile. Do not count the symbol on the tile you just placed 
toward this point total!
Important: Since the other coloured symbol on the same tile is not considered adjacent, you do not get any points in that 
direction, even if it is a matching symbol. 
Once you have determined your score for both coloured symbols, check to see whether you have earned a bonus placement 
(page 4) before proceeding with tile replenishment.

GAME SETUP
1.  Place the gameboard in the centre of the table.
2.  Mix up the tiles in the fabric bag and place the filled bag next to the gameboard.
3.  Each player draws 6 tiles from the bag and places these in your personal supply in front of you. 
4.   Each player places one score board in front of them such that it is visible to all players. Each player places one score 

marker of each colour on the space to the right of the corresponding coloured symbols (value 0) on their score board 
(red score marker on space 0 of the row with the red star etc.). Return any remaining score boards and score markers 
to the box.

GAMEPLAY
The youngest player starts. Players take turns in clockwise order. When it is your turn, take the following three actions: 
1. Place a tile on the gameboard.
2. Score the coloured symbols on this tile (perform a bonus placement if applicable).
3. Replenish your supply to six tiles.

Bonus placement
Your score markers cannot advance beyond the final spaces (value 18) on the score board. For each of your markers that 
reaches the final space, you call out “Ingenious” and you get an instant bonus placement: Before replenishing, you must 
immediately choose another tile from your own supply, place it on the gameboard, and score it. This in turn can trigger new 
bonus placements. Only after you have completed all of your bonus tile placements, replenish your own supply to six tiles. 
Note: Scoring a tile with two different coloured symbols can trigger two bonus placements at the same time.
You cannot decline to take bonus placements and you may only draw new tiles after you have carried out all bonus placements.

Examples
 
You place a tile with red and blue stars.
The red star is not adjacent to any matching-coloured symbols; you earn no points for 
red. The blue star is adjacent to the blue star printed on the gameboard; you earn one 
point for blue

You place another tile with red and blue stars.
The red star is adjacent to one red star; you earn one point for red. The blue star is 
adjacent to a blue star in two directions; you earn two points for blue.

You place a tile with two blue stars.
The upper blue star is adjacent to a blue star to its left and to its lower left. The blue 
star to its lower right is not counted as a match because it is also on the newly placed 
tile and therefore is not considered adjacent. The lower blue star is adjacent to a 
straight line of two blue stars extending out to its left. In total, you earn four points  
for blue.

You place another tile with red and blue stars.
The red star is adjacent to a straight line of two red stars; you earn two points for 
red. The blue star is adjacent to a straight line of two blue stars in two directions; you 
receive a total of four points for blue. The blue star in the middle of the bottom row 
does not count for any points as it is not in line with the newly placed blue star.

You place a tile with two green circles in a gap surrounded by other tiles.
The green circle on the left can be scored in all five directions: there is a green circle to 
its upper right, its upper left, its left, and its lower left; there is a straight line of three 
green circles to its lower right. The green circle on the right of your newly placed tile 
is adjacent to a green circle to its upper left, its upper right, and its right; there is a 
straight line of two green circles to its lower left, which is then broken by a purple ring. 
You receive a total of 12 points for green.

Example

To determine the score for the blue star, 
check if there are adjacent and matching 
coloured symbols in the upper left, upper 
right, right, lower right, and lower left 
directions. To the left, in the direction 
of the yellow star, which is the other 
symbol on this newly placed tile, nothing 
is scored.

Example setup for a four-player game
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